
Reader Survey: M a il to Char-Koosta News, RO. B o x 278, Pablo, M T  59865.

1. How long have you been reading the Char-Koosta?

2. When you’re finished, do you save it, pass it along to 
someone else, or throw it away? (Circle the best 
response.)

3. Besides yourself, how many other people in your house
hold read the Tribal newsletter? --------------------------

4. Do you find the articles easy to understand most of the 
time, a lot of the time, or hardly at all? (Circle your 
response.)

5. Is the paper attractive to look at: is it well-designed, 
ordinary-looking, old-fashioned, or uninteresting? 
(Circle your opinion.)

6. How much of the paper do you usually read -  all of it, 
only what interests me, one or two regular features, only 
the Council Minutes, only glance through it for 5 or 10 
minutes, only check out the photographs. (Circle what 
fits you.)

7. Rate these attributes using this key: A-Always;
U-Usually; S-Seldom; N-Never. Information in the
Char-Koosta is:

Reliable ------ —  Accurate--------  Interesting---------

Well-presented _______ _ Useful________

8. The paper’s overall tone is: Too relaxed and informal; just 
about right for a small, special-interest newsletter; too 
stiff and formal. (Please circle one opinion.)

9. Overall, the paper’s coverage of Tribal news (local and 
national) is: good, satisfactory, adequate, poor. (Please 
choose one.)

10. Check which features you always read and usually
enjoy:

Important front page “hard news” □
Local (on  Reservation) news stories □
Council Meeting Minutes Cl
Photo features (Head Start circus and such) □  
‘Places to go, things to do’ □
Letters to the Editor □
Health Corner □
“Around the Campfire” (opinion column) □
‘The People Page’ □
Obituaries □
Poetry (whenever presented) Cl
Trip reports □
Court news □
National Indian hews C3
Job announcements Cl
Classified ads □
Photographs □
Art work (whenever presented) O
O th e r_________________________________________ □

11. What would you like to see more of, or less? Using the 
items in question # 10, put an“M” (for more), an“L” (for 
less), or an “OK” (for “ okay as is”)  next to each.

12. Do you have any suggestions for new features? For
example: local sports news, recipes ( “ old time” and 
modern), historical reports, ‘how to’ articles (Indian 
crafts, modern pursuits), regular opinion columns from 
the Tribal Council members (o r Tribal department 
heads) . .. other____________________________________

13. What are the ages of the people in your household who 
read the Tribal newsletter: 18 & under □ ;  19 to 24 □ ;  
25 to 34 □ ;  35 to 44 □ ;  45 to 54 □ ;  55 to 64 □ ; 
65 & older □ . (Check as many boxes as apply.)

14. Find your zip code in the table on page 24 and tell us 
about how many days it takes the paper to reach you. 
We usually mail the issue on the afternoon of each 
month’s 1st and 15th day.

Zone number_______ Days in mail_______

15. Are you: an enrolled CSK Tribal member, an unenrolled 
CSK Tribal member, a member of another tribe, or non- 
Indian.(Please circle one.)

16. What issues are you concerned about, that you’d like to 
see more coverage of? (Ideas: hunting, enrollment, 
water rights, resource development, conservation . . . )

17. Do you like filling out questionnaires? Yes □  No □

18. If we ever work up a public opinion poll (probably using 
the answers received to question #16), would you 
answer it? Yes □  No □

19. Are you interested in seeing the results of this survey? 
Yes □  No □
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